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1. Introduction
This report describes the outcomes of our first round
tests of our Melted-Ice-Lattice Model of pure liquid water as
a trappy unipolar protonic semiconductor or trappy bipolar
proton-prohol (proton-hole) semiconductor. Using experimen-
tal data which have been international standard for 50 years,
we undertook two quantitative tests on our Protonic Semi-
conductor Models (PSModels): (1) the discoverability of hid-
den physics and (2) the predictability of characterization para-
meters of matter particles.
The threemost fundamental characterization parameters of
a material, which a physics based mathematical model of the
material in its purest and perfect form (devoid of the two imper-
fections, the chemical impurities and physical defects) can be
tested against, by a set of model equations, to assess the ability
of the model for accounting the known and discovering the hid-
den properties qualitatively in physics terms and quantitatively
bymathematical equations, are the product of the concentration
and the mobilities of the positive and negative electrical charge
or current carrying ions or particles in the material, near ther-
modynamic equilibrium.
The two oppositely signed ion or particle species are cre-
ated by the thermal vibration of the host matter particles which
impart their vibrational kinetic energies to shake loose gluing
electrons, resulting in ionization of the host atoms, and in the
breakup of the host molecules into constituent ions, in the bulk
of the material containing many host atoms andmolecules, col-
lectively known as thermal ionization, in contrast to photo ion-
ization by exposure of the bulk material to light photons, and
in contrast to particle ionization by exposure to energetic elec-
trons and nuclear particles.
We do recognize and would like to emphasize the key dis-
tinction of the liquid water and liquid in general, but we shall
not analyze this second of the two imperfection types, only
the first and thermal type just described. The second imper-
fection type is the large scale (normalized to a characteristic
scale) physical imperfection, extending over the entire bulk of
the material, which is important in accounting for the ‘soft-
ness’ and the very soft ‘fluidity’ of the materials, operationally
or human sensibility distinguishable by gas-or-vacuum (visu-
ally) and by hard mechanical-container, in mechanical contact
with the surface of the material’s bulk. However, our micro-
scopic model and the environmental dependences of its fun-
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damental characterization parameters (such as the 3rd and 4th
order anharmonic force terms which determine the thermody-
namic non-equilibrium or kinetic and transport properties of
thematerial both in the elastic and inelastic nonlinear ranges, in
addition to the 2nd order harmonic force terms that are respon-
sible for thermodynamic equilibrium properties of the materi-
als) lead directly to the applied science or engineering models
that would account for the natural and artificial properties of
the material in large volumes.
In Chemistry and Electrochemistry, the product of the
concentration of the positive and negative ions is commonly
known as the ion product or the algebraic product of the con-
centration of the two ion species, generated from the thermal
ionization of the host atoms andmolecules of the material, with
the ionization energy provided, although not always attained
in experiments, only through mechanical contact at the surface
of the bulk of the material with complete shielding from elec-
tromagnetic (photon) and particle (electron, atomic, and nu-
clear) radiations. In pure liquid water, ion-product is also com-
monly known as the pH in the studies of acid-base reactions.
In our experimental tests of our model for pure liquid wa-
ter, we do not use the ‘raw’ experimental data of the ion product
and mobilities, which were obtained by the experimentalists at
their laboratories located in the US, UK, EU, EE (Eastern Eu-
rope),WA (Western Asia) and RU (Russia) over the past 50 and
more years. Instead, our input data are computed from the ex-
isting empirical nonlinear Least Squares Fit (LSFit) equations
which were carefully and thoroughly fitted by the chemical re-
searchers and engineers to the experimental data that were ob-
tained by the several pioneer scientists in the US and west Ger-
many during the last 50 years. These LSF equations have been
used to generate the numerical values of the ion product and
ion mobilities, as the international engineering standard, for
a given or desired environmental condition (ambient temper-
ature and pressure, particle number) and other environmental
determined conditions imposed on the surface of the bulk of
the water materials.
The sensitivity level attained in our search for the hidden
properties of pure liquid water in its liquid temperature range,
described in this report, exceeds substantially the confidence
level of the data obtained by nonlinear LSFits of the raw exper-
imental data [quoted by the two authors on the extended “steam
table” over the entire thermodynamic T, V, P temperature, vol-
ume, pressure, ranges, of about 5% to 10% for the ion product
although given in manymore significant figures, whose hidden
root, whichwe recently discoveredwhile finishing revising this
report, was in the use of a rational fraction although empirical,
4/3, in the Arrhenius LSFit equation, by these earlier authors;
while no confidence level figure was given for the nonlinear
LSFits of the ion mobilities by another groups of authors]. The
significantly higher numerical accuracy from the physics bases
of our model, as indicated by their much lower %RMS error
than that of the original experimental data, ~5% to 10%, stated
by the NLSFit engineers, can be leveraged to detect the rarer
particles and their fine features, hidden in the liquid materials
such as liquid water. This leverage suggests an opportunity and
need to redo the experiments with the latest state of the art mea-
surement instruments and laboratory environment conditions
control equipments, in addition to new experiments, leveraged
by the anticipation from our proton model, with more sophisti-
cated perturbation-modulation techniques to detect the hidden
properties buried under large noise from thermal motion of the
particles and also mechanical noises.
We attained a better than 1% RMS deviation in our first-
try. After several tries, giving us better understanding of both
the convergency of our algorithm and the underlying physics
of our model, the RMS deviation improved by a factor of 3 to
10 in the ion mobilities and a factor of 100 down to 0.01%RMS
in the ion product, using our Physics-Based Fit (PBFit) algo-
rithm [not the brute-force Root-Mean-Squares, RMS, method,
although %RMS deviation of the dependent variable (the ion
product and mobilities) was used as the gauge to determine the
best fit condition to terminate the iteration of the Nonlinear LS-
Fits or NLSFits], using the PBFit algorithm which we devel-
oped to fit our amazingly simple mass-springmechanical oscil-
lator based, analytical, undergraduate-textbook-level, Physics
Based Model (PBModel), to the input data of the three fun-
damental characterization parameters of pure liquid water: the
one ion (concentration) product and two ion mobilities.
Two models have evolved, which need new and deci-
sive experiments to differentiate, although the scarce exist-
ing experiments (Hall Effect) had favored model (2) listed be-
low, namely the absence of a negative mobile proton-hole or
the negative proton-hole has zero or not measurable mobility,
which the Hall Effect is designed to detect and measure. The
two models our PBFits have obtained are listed and described
below.
(1) The proton and proton-hole (prohol) two energy band
model.
(2) The proton trapping model with three proton traps and
no mobile proton-hole or no prohol.
(2a) One proton trap is from the very tightly bound or
heavy proton or protonic exciton detrapped by the stretching
mode phonon or the zero-point phonon, so zeromobility proton
due to its lack of a mobile negative particle or prohol. However,
proton-hole with a different definition of proton-hole concen-
tration in (1) is still a viable physics representation, although
with a more tediously defined model due to its likely indirect
link to the application characteristics of biological liquids.
(2b) The remaining two less tightly bound and highly mo-
bile protons which migrate through the liquid water via detrap-
ping (the dominant step) and trapping at the two charge states
(0 and  1) of the neutral water molecule protonic trap, which
the second author had run into 60 years ago, 1956-1959, on
their statistical mechanics properties during his first adventure
into the world of solid semiconductor physics.
Section 2 summarizes the PBModel of our Protonic Semi-
conductor Model (PSModel). Section 3 describes the PBFit al-
gorithm and the first-try and last-try (after 2-3-or-4 tries) PB-
Fit results of the five phonons detected. Section 4 describes the
rather positive mutual correlations (~0.3% RMS): between (a)
the thermal activation energies of detrapping and pair genera-
tion and (b) the five phonon vibrational frequencies and en-
ergies; and also (c) their consistency with the spectroscopic
measurements obtained by others in the past century and re-
cently on the vibrational frequencies and energies in the three
phases of the water material: solid (ice), liquid (water) and gas
(vapor), which are scaled by us for this report, from gas to liq-
uid, using the college-sophomore-physics wave model of the
Slinky toy, of ball-mass and spring-force mechanical oscilla-
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tor, which turned out to be a perfect for the two protons and
one oxygen nucleus, ‘glued’ together by the electrons’ pair-
electron and lone-pair binding forces (electronic gluons!) for
the water materials in its three phases, just discovered by us
while revising the present final version of this report. Section
5 gives a summary and a future study list.
2. Protonic Semiconductor Model (PSModel) of
Liquid Water
The earlier notion in the past century on the scientific
characterization of liquid water had been the ionization of
water molecules, dimers, n(H2O)mD2, instead of monomers
n(H2O)mD1, into the positive hydronium ion (H3O)C and neg-
ative hydroxide ion (OH) , with the ionization reaction equa-
tion (H2O)mD2 !(H3O)CC (OH) . It was soon recognized
that these two hydroxyl ions could not account for the transport
of mechanical mass (of the atoms) and of the electrical charge
through liquid water, although their presence in hydroxyl ion
forms in gas phase at dilute concentrations were detected in op-
tical spectra. One of the culprits, frequently overlooked in the
study and teaching of liquid water, is the fact that these two
oxygen containing ions (hydroxyl ions) are not mobile in liq-
uid water, that is, translational immobile even though they can
vibrate on, and slightly displaced from their sites in the atomi-
cally dense liquid water, which contains closely packed water
molecules, with dense packing well-known from liquid water
density measurements and also from structure determination
via X-ray, Raman and thermal neutron spectroscopic measure-
ments.
The two hydroxyl ions cannot translate in liquid water,
only vibrate, due to both the heavy mass of its oxygen and also
large size, which hinder their passage through the small open
interstitial spaces in the dense liquid water, but even more im-
mobiled due to the very strong mutual binding among the oxy-
gen ions by the strong electron-pair bonds (’gluons’ ~3-5 eV
or 36,000-60,000 degree Kelvin temperature), which can in-
deed be broken apart, such as by ionizing radiation, ultra-violet
light, or high electric field, which break apart the electron-pair
bonds and cause the oxygen ions or nuclei, without the glue,
to move away from their lattice sites, well known in electroly-
sis. To resolve the issue of immobility of hydroxyl ions, it was
soon or at once obvious that a better positive particle candi-
date is the positive hydrogen ion, HC, instead of the hydro-
nium ion (H3O)1C since ionization of the molecular hydrogen
gas in high electric field (lightening and laboratory spark spec-
troscopy) had been well known from the light-photon emitted
during radiative capture of the electron while radiating visi-
ble photon by the hydrogen ion, H2 (spark, thunder storm)!
2HCC 2e  ! 2H C!photon; but observation of the presence
of translational mobile HC in liquid water has been also bur-
dened by a precise definition of the hydrogen ion, HC. This cul-
prit was then overcome by a simple change of terminology and
symbol, HC (Hydrogen ion)! pC (positive proton), which re-
solved the issue of the ambiguously large size of the HC (that is
understood as the Bohr radius, or 0.52 Å, as probed by an elec-
tron capture process in the isolated gas phase, but not defined,
if even definable by an experiment in liquid water phase, di-
electrically screened, such as that identified in the experiments
of radiative capture in gas phase).
However, this still leaves unresolved the origin of the neg-
ative electrical charge carrier in liquid water, which the highly
successful hydroxide ion (OH)  in reaction chemistry is inca-
pable to account for in liquid water.
The concept of a missing proton or proton-hole (named
prohol and adopted by us), immediately became our choice as
the negative ion species for the negative current component ob-
served in liquid water, since the microscopic picture of the wa-
ter lattice easily provides a physical picture, but only after suf-
ficient concept-adaption training time to get used to a proton
hole in a space devoid of protons, with the help of the highly
successful and traditional semiconductor particle trajectory di-
agram for the negative point-mass electrons and the positive
point-mass missing electrons or the positive holes.
The habit-forming difficulty in applying the concept of a
hole to the missing point-mass particle or missing proton in
the liquid water is the visualization (mental image) of a miss-
ing proton or a proton hole, in the physical space or the direct
lattice of the liquid water, because, there is not a well-defined
physical space or physical array of mobile protons in the liquid
water lattice that contains very many mobile positive point-
mass protons, except the twice many proton traps than those
that are occupied by the trapped point-mass protons, which are
the freely transporting protons, in contrast to the huge number
of densely packed point-mass electrons in a covalent or even
ionic semiconductor, which easily shows pictorially a missing
electron and represent it by a hole, for example the ShockleyŒ1
nearly full garagemodel for holes in semiconductors showing a
visually distinct hole, which is the one-particle equivalent rep-
resentation of the motion of all the 1022 electrons in the direc-
tion opposite to that of the hole, except the missing negative
(direction moving) electron which is represented by a positive
(direction moving) hole. This mental-visual difficulty of image
of a proton-hole or prohol in liquid water, went critical when
the draft of this manuscript was due. But, its pressure ultimately
triggered us to the realization of a very old (60-year) friendŒ2,
that is the statistical mechanical representation of a deeper or
very deep electron and hole trap which was further clarified
30 years laterŒ3 when teaching unsuspected young undergrad-
uate minds with the help of at-one-glance (A1G) distinctive
symbols for the three participants:  for the trap that can trap
either a mass (proton) or a missing mass (prohol),  for the
trapped or untrapped mass (proton) and for the trapped or
untrapped missing mass or missing proton (prohol), and the
distinction of a particle and particle hole, located at the same
physical space is their energy, the particle has the higher energy
while the particle hole, lower, separated by a minimum energy
that is expressed as the energy gap. And for the trapped parti-
cle and particle hole at a trap, the trap is either particle trap or a
particle-hole trap. In water, the difficulty of showing these four
situations to give a A1G recognition and mental picture, lies in
the very few untrapped or free particles and untraped “free”
particle holes. There is no problem to relate the few particles
to daily reality of a sparsely occupied street or any physically
real space. The culprit is in the particle hole or missing parti-
cle in a physically real space that has only a few particles and
mostly unoccupied space full of holes.
Thus, after the preceding deliberation, it becomes obvious
that the culprit is the differentiation between the trapped mass
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and the untrapped mass or free mass and the reference to mass
rather than a particle name proton, what’s a name, that made
the distinction crystal clear. Therefore, there are very few free
masses to give a distinct visual impression of one missing free
mass among the few free masses, while there are very many
trapped masses, half of the number of many traps of masses, to
easily give a distinct visual impression of one missing trapped
mass, among the many trapped masses. Then, the further and
final imprint or impression print, is the use of a symbol to rep-
resent a missing trapped mass among the very many trapped
masses, for which, use is made of a hollow circle,, first em-
ployed, in 1989 by the second author in the 1991 textbook he
wrote to help teach semiconductor electronics to the undergrad-
uatesŒ3 to represent a missing mass, whether trapped mass or
free mass, and solid-circle filled square for the trapped mass or
mass-filled trap and an open square for an unfilled trap. This
symbolic help, was actually employed in our original and first
report published in theDecember 2013 issue of this journalŒ4 in
a simpler to draw square or cubic lattice, which was advanced
to the hexagonal lattice for themore abundant hexagonal water,
given here in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
The preceding description is a concise and succinct sum-
mary of (1) our protonic semiconductor model of liquid water,
reported in our first four journal articlesŒ4 7, (2) seven presen-
tations at conferencesŒ8 14, (3) three invited reports at Chinese
Academy Sciences SeminarsŒ15; 16 and one China’s National
Theoretical Physics Summer School LectureŒ17.
For a tutorial description of the inadequate current model
of electrical conduction in pure liquid water taught to college
students, see the 9th 2010 or latest edition of the excellent and
most popular international standard sophomore-junior college
textbook, Atkin’s Physical ChemistryŒ18. For the description
of the history, physics, properties and models of water, see
the comprehensive 1969 Eisenberg-Kauzmann,The Structure
and Properties ofWater, reprinted in 2005 as an Oxford Clas-
sics Text in Physical Sciences Œ19. An update on ice, exclud-
ing the liquid water temperature range was given in the 1999
monograph by Petrenko and Whitworth, Physics of IceŒ20.
The above led to our electron-pair bond and protonic en-
ergy band diagramsŒ4; 8 11;15 17 to account for the ion prod-
uct and mobilities in pure liquid water. They are reproduced
here in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) with brief descriptions in the fig-
ure caption. The details are explained in the next sections on
our water physics model and our test results from their fit to
the experimental data of ion product and mobilities in pure liq-
uid water.
The most significant but simple underlying physics to help
search and discover the hidden physics or phonons in the liq-
uid water, was the use of a unique phonon number, m, in the
phonon energy labels, given by the one-dimensional spring-
mass mechanical vibration constant, !m D .km=m/1=2, in the
lower right part of Fig. 1(b), which will be described in the
following sections on experimental verifications of our model.
Such a simple formula has been studied in the undergraduate
solid-state physics textbooks, such as the 1952-2005 nine edi-
tions of KittelŒ21, the 1976 one-and-only edition of Ashcroft
and MerminŒ22 and the best still, 1965 undergraduate college
first course on Waves taught by Frank Crawford and described
in his Berkeley Physics Course textbookŒ23, which contains the
examples that can be used to simulate the four water molecule
Fig. 1. Diagram illustration and thinking aid for modeling the pure
Water Material, by a LATTICE in the Physical Space or Direct
Lattice Space (x; y; z) for Type I water’s hexagonal crystalline Solid
Phase, designated as the Solid-Ice, and its quiet or pre-fluidity Liq-
uid Phase, designed as the Melted-Ice. Fig. 1(a) The Lattice-Point
position picture of the constituent particles of the water material: Oxy-
gen nuclei (diameter scaled to the spacing between the adjacent lattice
points), and Protons and Electrons (diameters significantly enlarged
for legibility; the oxygen binding electron-pair bonds are thick dia-
meter bars for the 2-electron pair bonds). Two dimensional view on
an a-b plane perpendicular to the c-axis along the y-axis, at z1.xr,
yr, z D z1/ where r is the number label of the j th oxygen nuclei
r D joxyen, kth proton r D kproton, and l-th electron r D lelectron,
all projected along the c-axis of the hexagonal close packed (HCP)
primitive unit cell, onto the flat paper page of the journal article. The
upper part of (b) is the same as (a) with the proton transport ar-
rows added and the involved phonon energies labeled in meV (milli-
electron-Volt) and cm 1 (reciprocal wavelength in centimeter, using
1 meVD 8.06554 cm 1/. The lower part of (b) is the static or frozen
Potential Energy Landscape (PEL) picture in Physical Space or Di-
rect Lattice Space, (x; y; z; t ), where t D t1 is a “sufficient” time with
an interval of a quiet state, or a snap shot to represent a monitor time
dependent Kinetic Energy Landscape (KEL). It is an 1-dimensional
view, PEL.x; y; z/ D PEL1.x; y D y1, z D z1/. From Fig. 4(c) of
Ref. [4]. Presented at 2016 Summer School of Xiamen UniversityŒ17
and at 3 invited seminars of the 2014Œ15 and 2016Œ16 CASAssembly
of Academicians in Beijing.
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primitive unit cell of our Liquid Water Lattice model, and it is
free download from the internet.
3. Physics Based Fit (PBFit) Found Five Phonons
in Pure Water
We shall first define our usage of nomenclatures and terms
in order to ease our efforts, of succinct and still concise de-
scriptions and to ease readers’ comprehension of our physics
and model of pure water in this report and of impure water and
other liquids in future reports.
The term “phonon” we shall use is the general or generic-
jargon term that includes both the not-localized propagating
passband-mode phonon and the two kinds of localized non-
propagating phonons which are physically localized at a im-
perfection center or a protonic trap. One of the two local-
ized phonons is the resonant mode phonon with its vibrational
frequency lying inside a pass-band, which presumably cou-
ples to the trapped protons stronger than the propagating non-
localized mode phonons. The other localized phonon is the
gap-mode phonon, which has its vibration frequency outside of
the pass-bands or in a frequency gap or stop-band and which is
highly localized at a static center (constant phonon vibrational
frequency) or at a dynamic center (time dependent phonon vi-
brational frequency, not unlike the Doppler effect of a passing
train).
Phonon or a boson particle, is the result of quantization of
the continuous curve of frequency or kinetic energy as a func-
tion of wave vector or momentum of the vibration of an ensem-
ble of massed particle about their lattice positions or points in
physical space. Quantization or discreteness of the continuous
vibrational frequency (or KE, Kinetic Energy) versus wave-
number curve, E.k/, into discrete points, Ek, on the contin-
uous vibrational curve comes about from the Born-Von Kar-
man Periodic or Cyclic Boundary Condition. The separation of
the quantized points decreases towards zero when the volume
or the three physical dimensions of the Cyclic Cell approach
infinity. The phonon vibrational (kinetic) energy or vibration
frequency (allowed) band or branch comes from the expan-
sion of the phonons’ or particles’ density (volume) function
in Fourier Series, in real or complex number representations,
[i D . 1/1=2], sin.!t C q  rC / or exp.i!t C iq  rC i/,
where the vectors are bolded and underlined letters, ! D 2
is the ‘circular’ frequency in radian per second and  is the
‘linear’ (in contrast to ‘circular’) frequency in cycle per sec-
ond of the vibration, t is the past, present or 0, and future time,
including the redundant sign   andC, q is the wave vector of
the phonon wave, which is the length vector in the Recipro-
cal Lattice space or Fourier Analysis Space, q.qx , qy , qz/ ex-
pressed in the 3-DCartesian Coordinate system,with r.x; y; z/
the corresponding particle position vector in 3-D Direct Lat-
tice space which is the physical space of the particles of point-
size or finite-size mass, or point-mass when the diameter of
the mass is much less than the size of the primitive unit cell
or the distance between the nearest neighbor host nuclei. The
quantized energy of the quantized phonon particle is then given
by Eq D „!q where „ is the Planck constant, h, divided 2 ,
namely, „ D h=2 . The subscript q indicates that !q is a dis-
crete function of q while ! D !.q/means continuous, both in
the 3-Dimensional Cartesian Coordinate system. The particle
momentum, p D „k is either continuous .k/ or discrete (sub-
script) or, depending on whether k is continuous or discrete,
determined by the number of primitive unit cell and the size of
the Cyclic Cell on its six surfaces, the Born-Von Karman cyclic
boundary condition is applied.
As we shall see from the analyses of the data, two of the
five phonons (173.4 and 196.6 meV) are responsible for the
proton-prohol detrapping-limited mobility of the detrapped (or
‘freed’) proton and prohol, or a second slightly lighter mass
proton released by the absorption of a lighter local mode or gap
mode phonon in the possibly more preferred proholess model
that avoids the problematic mental-block untenable physical
real or untenable physics-real prohol.
The other three of the five phonons are the not-localized
propagating phonons in the proton-prohol model. One of the
three is a deeply trapped (> 520:9 meV or larger) in the 3
proton trap model. The phonon with highest protonic phonon
vibrational frequency or energy to supply the 520.9 meV en-
ergy is responsible for the generation and recombination of
the proton-prohol pair. The other two, are the lowest two vi-
brational frequencies, both about ~28.9 meV or PBFit values
30.3 and 27.5 meV, really not quite so distinguishable due to
the suspected imprecision or randomness in the 50-year-old
mobility data, aside from the indistinguishability of the two
drifting and diffusing positive point-mass proton species after
sufficient mixing time via scattering by oxygenic or wateric
acoustical phonons in Step B of the ABC three-step proton
transfer kinetics, illustrated schematically by the very short-
ened longitudinal scale along the direction of the applied or
random-thermodynamic equilibrium electric field, from about
3000 Å estimated from the pC and p  volume density, to the
inter-oxygen distance of 3 Å, in order to illustrate our ABC
three-step proton transport or proton transfer model in a short
length atomic picture within the narrowwidth of a journal page,
shown in the upper part of Fig. 1(b), limited by scattering of
the acoustical modes of the vibrating oxygen or water nuclei,
which are increasingly important in the inelastic scattering of
the protons and prohols in the high temperature range towards
the boiling or vaporization point of liquid water (kBT D 36
meV), by the propagating acoustic oxygen phonons, transport-
ing the kinetic energy from the surrounding heat source to the
associated water molecules to dissociate or vaporize into the
vapor and gas phase in the empty space above the liquid wa-
ter. Although the five phonons just described seem obvious and
their existence in liquid water plausible, on account of the sim-
ple underlying one and few-body Newtonian mechanics and
materials physics of the positive point-mass proton, even triv-
ial as possible educated guesses by some water investigators of
whom we have no knowledge so far after extensive search and
reading of the selected water literature; and a successful exper-
imental identification of any of the five phonons, has certainly
not been reported because of, we think, the visually rather fea-
tureless experimental curves of the Arrhenius plot of the ion
product shown in Fig. 2 and mobilities shown in Fig. 3 ver-
sus the reciprocal temperature, made worse by the everyday
visual shapelessness fluidity of liquid water, that at once de-
fies and rejects any Lattice interpretation attempts, even in-
flicted the withdrawal of the ice Lattice model of liquid water,
25 years later (in the 1960’s) by its discoverer and proposer
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Fig. 2. The Arrhenius Least Squares Fit (LSF) with n D 0, and the
Physics Based Fit (PBF or PBFit) with n D C3=2 of the charge car-
rier (proton-prohol) concentration product in liquid water and solid
silicon. The energies at the ice point T D 0 oC is the tangent or slope.
The energies in the liquid range 0 oC < T 6 100 oC are the values
needed to give the measured ni D .e eC/1=2 and .pCp /1=2.
(in 1933) John Desmond BernalŒ24, although soon proven in
1935Œ25 by Linus Pauling’s residual entropy theory in the dis-
ordered proton occupation of the twice as many proton traps in
the ice crystal which accounted for the low temperature specific
heat experiments of Giauque and his graduate students during
1928-1936Œ26, which was reviewed eight years ago (2009) by
MalenkoveŒ27 as firm evidence of the existence of a lattice in
liquid water and as a story told from personal hands-on evi-
dences (2007 and 2004) by John L. FinneyŒ28.
The ice lattice model of liquid water, as envisioned nearly
4 years ago (2013) by usŒ8 and reported in this journalŒ4 on
our water physics and model of Melted Ice Lattice Model for
fluid liquid water, is further hindered and delayed in its experi-
mental verification, by the complicated analytical theory of in-
teraction of two constituent species of particles in a condensed
many-particle system such as water, which is made worse by
the two interacting species (a Fermion and a Boson), both origi-
nating from the same physics-real particle, in the case of water,
the point-mass proton. But, this also offers an always available
terrestrial laboratory (in contrast to cosmology) for pursuing
the finest details of Boson-Fermion interactions as the domi-
nant phenomena, rather than remnant buried in cosmo noise.
Our successful delineation of the participating phonons re-
lied on the use of the physics based algorithm to analyze the
experimental data by the solution-well-known theoretical elec-
tronic transport equations of the electronic semiconductors for-
mulated and exampled in 1949 by Shockley and described in
his textbookŒ1, later coined and known as the Shockley Equa-
tionsŒ3 consisting of the continuity and current equations for
each particle species, whether translational mobile and immo-
bile, and the Poisson Equation relating the divergence of the
electric field to the space charge of the particles and their traps,
determined by the statistical mechanics of many species of par-
ticle traps that could exist in many charge statesŒ2.
Applied to the protonic water, the simplest continuity
equation is the kinetic rate equation of ionization of liquid
water, described as the thermal generation-recombination of
proton-prohol pairs, pC C p   .pCp / D g=r where g
and r respectively are the pair generation and recombination
rates, traditionally known in Chemistry as the pH (D g=r , but
we use its square root to compare to the intrinsic carrier con-
centration in semiconductors, ni / and as the equilibrium con-
stant, although it can be measured only kinetically, namely at
a non-equilibrium condition of applying a perturbation (such
as a small d.c, electrical current) to disturb the equilibrium and
measuring the response (the small d.c. electrical potential or
voltage across the sample) to the perturbation, keeping the per-
turbation as small as the measuring instrument noise permits,
in order to obtain the response to the perturbation at or near
thermodynamic equilibrium.
The other two transport equations are the proton and pro-
hol continuity equations which are the basis for measuring the
DC electrical current of pure water in order to obtain the proton
and prohol mobilities. However, the empirical equation used
by chemists to fit the experimental data to give the concen-
tration and mobility raises the issue on both the chemical and
physical natures and origins of the two ion species, described
as follows. The total current measured is the sum of the drift (in
an applied electric field) currents from the protons and prohols,
J D JCC J  D q.CpCC p /E. This requires the fifth
Shockley Semiconductor EquationŒ3 the Poisson Equation to
give a solution, provided that Charge Neutrality can be reached
and maintained in the entire volume of the liquid water, 0 D
@."E/=@x D .x/ D qŒpC.x/   p .x/C V C.x/   V  .x/,
where V C.x/C V  .x/C V 0.x/ D CH2O is the volume con-
centration of the number of water molecules which is kept at a
constant during the experiment. In order to obtain the numeri-
cal values of each of the two properties of each of the two ‘in-
trinsic’ particles in pure liquid, which for the pure liquid water,
are the concentration and mobility of the positive point-mass
proton, pC andC, and the negative point-mass or point-hole
proton-hole or prohol, p  and  , at a given temperature, the
conductance measurement is repeated at many temperatures in
the pure liquid range (T D 0 –100 oC for pure liquid water) to
enable a unique fit of the experiment to a theory.
But these series of measurements are still insufficient to
obtain a unique set of numerical values for the two parameters
of the two particle species, (pC, C; p ,  /. Thus, an im-
purity is added to the pure liquid water, at many precisely de-
termined concentrations, CIMP, to give the electrical conduc-
tance measurements as a function of the concentration of the
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added impurity CIMP, which presumably can then be extrap-
olated to zero impurity concentration to give the unique nu-
merical values at a given temperature, of the two fundamental
properties of each of the i-th particle species in the pure liquid,
[pi .T /; i .T /, i D 1; 2, …, J for the J number of species of
particles in the volume of the liquid.
The exact theoretical equations, of the conductance as a
function of the impurity concentration of liquids containing a
known concentration of impurity, CIMP, such as the liquid wa-
ter of interest of this study, have been employed in research,
engineering and manufacturing employing solid semiconduc-
tors, starting in late 1940’s. See equations on p.249 in Shock-
ley’s textbookŒ1 and its Section 11.5 Comparison with Experi-
ment, starting on page 282, and also Chapter 16 starting on 452,
including especially Problem 2 on page 475. See also the sta-
tistical distributions given by Sah and ShockleyŒ2 for a general
amphoteric trap that can trap one or more particles or particle-
holes, with the change of the free energy or the partial mo-
lar free energy interpretation of the trapping activation energy,
which was employed by the present authors in our first four
journal reportsŒ4 7.
Instead of the exact statistical mechanics equations just
described, the chemical liquids have been fitted by chemists
and chemical engineers to an empirical equation which is then
extrapolated down to zero impurity concentration CIMP D 0
to given the ion product and mobility parameters (pC, C;
p ,  / or [pi .T /; i .T /, i D 1; 2, …, J for a mate-
rial containing J number of particle species. This empirical
Koklrausch Equation was discovered 75-years earlier in 1874,
before the arrival of semiconductor electronics and transis-
tors in 1948–1949, by the German Electrochemist-Physicist
Friedrich Wilhelm Georg Kohlrausch 18401014-19100117.
See free Wikipedia on the Internet. It is given by Eq. (20.28)
on p.760 of Atkin’s Physical Chemistry, 9th, 2010 EditionŒ18
which can be written as (GKok=CIMP/ D .G0Kok/ qk.CIMP/1=2.
This empirical equation has been used continually for 75 years,
to this day, in manufacturing as well as freshman chemistry
classrooms and laboratories to fit the measured total electrical
conductivity, G D J=E D q.CpC C  p / to a func-
tion of the impurity concentration of the added impurity, such
as Hydrogen Chloride, CHCl in the case of pure liquid water,
which is assumed completely ionized at low impurity concen-
trations, and further assumed to have the proton from the Hy-
drogen Chloride’s Hydrogen, capable of quickly added to the
existing proton in the liquid water lattice, CHCl ! CCH C C Cl ,
so thatG.CCH / D qŒC.pCCCCH /C p CCl-CCl- Šapprox
qŒC.pC C CCH /] in the range where the CCH contribution to
the conductivity is much larger than the prohol and chlorine
ion contributions. In addition to these assumptions, a most seri-
ously flawed assumption is the equal concentration of the pos-
itive and negative ion species, pC D p  in the pure liquid ma-
terial such as the pure water material, which we have already
demonstrated to be different, pC ¤ p , due to the different
trapping energy or trap depth of the two ion or proton species,
making the system not symmetricalŒ4 6. Nevertheless, this is
actually not invalid, but rather a personal taste, even correct
physics, as we shall see at the conclusion of this article, that
is, the choice of a prohol or even proton of zero mobility, or a
tightly trapped point-mass proton which needs no longer a mo-
bility specification, but most important, either choice is entirely
proven by experiment, because the experimentally determined
model is in fact model dependent on the equation of the favored
model that is used to analyze the experimental measurements
so 100% loopholeless correlation, even the Hall Effect voltage
polarity andmagnitude will be consistent to themodel assumed
to analyze the Hall data to give experimentally determined mo-
bile carrier concentration and mobility, given respectively by
the Hall Voltage and the conductance divided by the Hall car-
rier concentration. For a template, see one more Shockley’s
prophetic vision, Problem 8 on page 218 of Chapter 8.Œ1 So,
at the end, it is not only just a personal preference, but it is per-
haps also the model simplicity that leads to the degree of ease
of model-equation-predicable engineering and manufacturing
applications, or even a religion belief.
The range of impurity concentration anticipated by the em-
pirical Koklrausch Equation is not always observed in recent
data, and also in earlier data such as those reported by Her-
bert S. Harned and Benton B. Owen in an ASC monographŒ29
Therefore, a re-evaluation seems to be desirable on the existing
data using the exact theoretical equation that is easily obtained
by the Shockley Equation (or the Poisson Equation at Charge
neutrality)Œ1 and the statistical distribution equation of the pro-
tons on the amphoteric proton trapsŒ2. New experimental data
are desired to leverage the latest state-of-art instrumentation
and laboratory environment control in order to assure the reli-
ability of the experimental ion product and mobility data.
In lieu of the preceding, nevertheless, in this report, we
shall use the mobility data that have been used for the last
50 years. However, instead of the raw experimental data of
the past 50 years, we shall use the LSF equations fitted to the
raw data, which were obtained by several investigators, and we
shall compute the mobility values at 101 points from these LSF
equations at 1oC intervals and use the 101 points as our input
data, which we have done in our first four reportsŒ4 7.
In our earliest analyses of the 101-point dataŒ4, we did no-
tice inflection points in the Arrhenius Plots of log10 C and
log10   versus 1000/T oK, giving peculiar variations of the
thermal activation energies from the slope. These were elim-
inated using the analytical derivative of the LSF equations to
compute the slope at the 101 points.
The five phonons found by us are shown in the follow-
ing figures, with the equations given above each of the fig-
ures. These five phonons are drawn as arrows with resistance-
like body -wwww-> and labeled by !m D .Km=Mm/1=2.
The resistance-like body for the phonon symbol reminds the
phonon physics, which dissipates the energy to the heat sink
via phonon emission over absorption during the measurement
of a response (electric current) to a force (electric field or poten-
tial difference, a voltage, with a perpendicular magnetic field if
one more independent variable is desired, such as the Hall ef-
fect or magnetoresistance) applied to the liquid water material,
which is, however, balanced when the differential conductance
is measured by the diminishing current response to the applied
force or voltage that approaches zero or approaching thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, giving the (near) thermodynamic equi-
librium values of the transport parameters (pC, C; p ,  /
or [pi .T /; i .T /], i D 1; 2, …, J for the J number of species
of particles that are present or assumed to be present by the
designed model, in the volume of the liquid. The phonon la-
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bel using subscript m, !m, is given in two units for two kinds
of colliders (the photonic wave number, cm 1 for electromag-
netic and mechanic kinetic energy, meV, for phononic energy;
but avoiding the obscuring time-evolved physical size of the
de Broglie particles which would completely defocus the fine
grains to render the drawn picture or movie illegible and the
mental picture thoroughly confused). Here in pure liquid wa-
ter, m is the mass of the simple SPRING-MASSBALL oscillator
in unit of proton mass, fromm D 1 to 72 where 72 comes from
the 2 vibrational and translational-mobile molecular protons
plus the vibrational-only 8 protons and 8 neutrons in each of the
four oxygen nuclei of the four water molecules in the hexago-
nal close packed primitive unit cell of our Melted-Ice Lattice
Model of the liquid water 4 .2C16/ D 72. This immediately
indicates, A0G (At zero glance) and A0T (At zero thinking),
with no delay, that the range of m can be extended as one (or
a physicist or a modeler) pleases indefinitely, on both ends, to
account for everything and anything imaginable-conceivable,
in the past, present and future, which are the already known,
but may or may not have been explained, or still hidden na-
ture properties, with the unprecedented-unexceedable model
power, not recognized in the past, not replaceable in the future.
Thus, with this simple notation as the label, the micro-
scopic 2-D physical space and 1-D potential energy landscape
diagrams in upper and lower panels respectively in Fig. 1(b),
was drawn for our first report, verbalŒ8 and writtenŒ4, ex-
plicitly with all the specific phonons, all in the unique 1-
phonon process, including variable pitch or variable frequency
arisen from the Doppler effect, localized and not-localized,
that provide the power and energy balances in the generation-
recombination, involving protonic pair transition, and also pro-
tonic trapping and detrapping.
From the preceding briefing and elaboration, we shall now
continue into the descriptions of the details of remaining fig-
ures, given in Figs. 2 to 4, and in the tabulated PBFit results of
the PBModels to the input data, displayed in Fig. 5.
Fig. 2 shows theE˙1 D 520:9meV proton-prohol (pCp /
pair generation-recombination energy at 25 oC in liquid water,
involving a single phonon (one phonon absorption for gener-
ation of a pair of pC and p  and one phonon emission from
recombination of pC and p /, which is deduced from the PB-
Fit with nT1 D C3=2, for the power law temperature depen-
dence of the pre-exponential factor which originates from the
filling of the density of the proton and prohol states near the
band edges of the proton and prohol bands of the physics-
based 2-band potential energy landscape, and the formula of
(pCp /1=2 given above the upper table, in Fig. 2 , in analogous
to the electron-hole pair generation and recombination equa-
tion given above the lower table in Fig. 2, which are explained
further below. Well-known in the electron energy band model
for semiconductors with an energy gap, the pre-exponential
factor contains the fundamental electronic physics of the ma-
terials, including the curvature of the two band edges that give
the density of state effective masses of the particle and particle-
hole, at the upper and lower edges of the energy gap, E˙,
separating the particle and particle-hole bands, for example,
mC1 D „2=Œ@2E˙.k/=@k2kC D Œ d2E˙.p/= dp2 1pC . We
define our pH here without the logarithmic conversion used
by chemist in the pH scale 10pH where pH D log10.pCp /1=2
which is about 1014 cm 3 for pure liquid water at the standard
condition (25 oC and 1 atmospheric pressure).
.pCp /1=2 D pHH2O
D p1.mC1T=m0T0/nC1.m 1T=m0T0/n 1
 exp. E˙1=2kBT /
D p01.T=T0/nT1DC3=2 exp. E˙1=2kBT /:
Our PBFit gives a numerical value of p1 D 1:3363 1018
cm 3 in the pre-exponential factor of the protonic semicon-
ductor model of H2O, compared with the nominal electronic
semiconductor value of electron-hole pairs of 2:5094  1019
cm 3. This smaller value in protonic water of about a ratio
of 1.3363/25.094 D 1/18.7 which could be further reduced by
8 from the configuration degeneracy of 8 protons and 8 pro-
hols or 8 proton-prohol pairs in one hexagonal close packed
primitive unit cell, if they were synchronized in absorbing the
8 one-proton protonic phonons, indicate a smaller effective
proton-prohol masses or smaller effective density of states,
which means a sharper or relatively smaller curvature of the
proton and prohol band edges indicated by the 1836.15 times
larger proton mass than the electron mass. A physics basis
of this less mobile or more massive proton-prohol pair, not
unlike a bound electronic exciton (renamed excitron for the
electron-hole bound pair, to differentiate from the exciton of
the bound proton and prohol pair) is that the proton-prohol ex-
citon pair is rather tightly bounded, by the electron-pair bonds
to the two adjacent positively charged oxygen nuclei O8C or
oxygen ion core O6C with oxygen nucleus’ 6 outer “valence”
shell electrons (2s)2(2p)4 and the two hydrogen (1s)1 electrons
[very important in order to give H D> e (to the electron-pair
bond)C pC(transportable) and to become pC plus e of the H2O
molecule], forming the 4 tetrahedrally directed pair-electron
bonds [See the bond picture in the upper panel of Fig. 1(b).]
and hence the proton and prohol are tightly coupled by the elec-
tronic force to the two adjacent water molecules, resulting in a
weaker coupling to the protonic phonon of the just right energy
or frequency of vibration to break up the proton-prohol exci-
ton pair, so as not to become so mobile under an applied force
or electric field. For reference, the silicon value is 1.105 eV
(25 ıC) which is consistent with the larger indirect electron-
hole energy gap, while the proton-prohol value in liquid wa-
ter is 0.520 eV for the proton-prohol energy gap, only about
half of that of electron-hole in solid silicon, resulting in a much
higher concentration of the positive proton and negative pro-
hol, 1014 compared with 1010 in Silicon. Two alternative and
self-consistent proton-only models or representations at ther-
modynamic equilibrium and for mass and charge transport at
small deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium are (i) an ex-
tremely massive (hence narrow) prohol band and (ii) a proton
trap in place of the prohol band, which we shall elaborate fur-
ther in Section 4, which, obviously are not inconsistence or are
more consistence with the absence of a mobile negative elec-
trical charge carrier in Hall Effect experiments, that would be
observed if the negative proton-hole or prohol is present in high
volume concentration in condenced waters.
Fig. 3 shows the experimental mobilities of the two ion
species that transport positive and “negative” electrical charges
in water. The two ion species were attributed to the protons and
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Fig. 3. The Arrhenius Least Squares Fit (LSF) with n D 0 and the
Physics Based Fit (FBF or PBFit) with n D  3=2 of the detrap-
ping limited mobility of the two charge carriers, Protons and Prohols
(Proton-holes) in liquid water limited by the absorption of a protonic
or proholic phonon localized at the occupied proton and prohol trap
site.
prohols in our protonic semiconductor Lattice model of liquid
water shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The data are fitted to the
PBEquations shown at the top of the two tables in Fig. 3, for
proton hopping or jumping from the proton trap to the adjacent
proton traps illustrated in Fig. 1(b), which gives two models of
charge transport (i) the positive point-mass proton (pC2 , 2C/
and its anti-particle companion, the negative point-mass proton
hole (p 3 ,3 /, and (ii) two positive point-mass proton species,
(pC2 , 2C/ and (p
C
3 , 3C/.
The two mobility equations above the two tables in Fig. 3
are repeated here which can be derived from the theory of ra-
diative capture of a particle (with the emission or a radiation,
which is the emission of a phonon localized at the protonic trap
in our case of pure liquid water) given in standard quantum sta-
tistical mechanical textbooks,
C D C0.T=TC0/nC exp. EC=kBT /;
  D  0.T=T 0/n  exp. E =kBT /:
Here the normalization temperatures in the pre-
exponential factor are set to the water density peak tem-
perature, TC0 D T 0 D 277:1334 K, which was obtained
by Watanabe (1991) with precision designed experiments
that covered 0 to 44 oC. The experimental errors in mobility
data are much larger, which are further compromised by the
approximate if not invalid empirical Kohlrausch equations
that have been used for three quarters of a centuryŒ18 to extract
the two mobilities in pure water by varying the concentration
of the impurity, HCl, which was even accurately added to
the pure liquid water. (See additional discussion given in the
preceding section.)
The most noticeable and important feature of the electrical
mobilities in liquid water, shown in Fig. 3, is the rising mo-
bilities with increasing temperature, instead of dropping with
increasing temperature which is exhibited by the mobilities of
electrons and holes in the electronic semiconductor such as sil-
icon and germanium, due to the inelastic scattering of the elec-
trons and holes by emission of an optical phonon.
The rising ion mobilities in water with increasing temper-
ature, as shown in Fig. 3, indicates less scattering of the pro-
tons and prohols in water as the temperature rises. Thus, we
checked this increasing mobility with increasing water tem-
perature due to the possibility of scattering of the protons and
prohols in liquid water by physical defects, chemical impuri-
ties, and especially by the host imperfections from a random
distribution of positive protons on the twice as many neutral
proton traps, and also from the random vibrations of the water
molecules and oxygen nuclei in the liquid water temperature
range, assumed in Mott’s theory of variable range trapping-
hopping transportŒ30which gives a conductivity or mobility
 D  expŒ .T0=T /4]. We also checked the Coulomb Ruther-
ford elastic scattering by randomly located charged scatter-
ers, which has the traditionally well-known mobility given
byŒ1  D .T=T0/3=2. Another mechanism is the thermal (vi-
bration) broadening of the phonon density over a range of fre-
quencies centered at each phonon frequency of the Debye lat-
tice vibration spectra, known as the Debye-Waller factor which
would favor the lower frequency (or kinetic energy) side of the
phonon line broadening. None could account for the thermally
stimulated temperature dependence of the experimental mobil-
ities observed in pure liquid water.
We then considered the shape of the rising mobilities with
increasing temperature, which could be expected by the 1933
Bernal-Fowler model of ice and liquid waterŒ24 and the Bernal-
Fowler model was convincingly proved by the 1935 Linus
Pauling residual entropy theory of disordered ice with the
hexagonal close packed primitive unit cell containing four wa-
ter molecules in each cellŒ25 (“Disordered” means a random
distribution of the protons among the twice as many proton
traps located at the two, nearly, trisector positions on the line
joining the two adjacent oxygen nuclei tetrahedrally located
with three other nearest neighbor oxygen nuclei), in the third
significant figure, compared with the 1928-1932 low temper-
ature specific heat measurements of Giauque and his gradu-
ate studentsŒ26. Although the Bernal-Fowler Ice model for liq-
uid water was later withdrawn by Bernal as told by FinneyŒ28
which we were not aware of until the present final polishing of
this fifth report, our conviction continues of the persistent Ice
structure in liquid water, as stipulated in our Melted Ice Wa-
ter Model. The lattice disorders are static scatterers and their
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scattering rate of the protons would not be thermally activated,
hence there would not be an activation energy dependence.
This allowed us to check the origin of the rise of the ion mobil-
ities in water with increasing temperature by these static point
imperfection scatterers since it is well known that their pre-
exponential temperature dependence could follow a power law,
T n, but also could hide or simulate a thermally activated pro-
cess if the thermal activation energy is small. To test this sce-
nario, the family of T n lines are plotted in the upper part of
Fig. 3. They are nearly linear on this Arrhenius semi-log plot
of logY vsX D 1000=T , showing the power law dependence
on T , could be wrongly interpreted as thermal activation ener-
gies, but Fig. 3 shows that they have the wrong slope for n < 0
and wrong curvature for n > 0. Nevertheless, they also show
that the hidden physics could be found in the numerical value
of the power exponent, n, of the temperature, T n, in the pre-
exponential factor for a thermally activated, trapping limited
mobility due to the absorption of phonon to detrap or free the
trapped proton to drift down field, hence trapping delay, which
lowers the mobility.
The two tables in Fig. 3 summarize the results of the PB-
Fits to the physics based proton and prohol mobility equations
(given above the two tables) from the detraping or release of
the trapped proton and prohol with the rate proportional to
the phonon density at the phonon energy required by energy
conservation, thus, detrapping of the trapped proton, can be-
gin only above a threshold kinetic energy, which equals the
steady-state protonic trap energy depth. For the reverse transi-
tion or the trapping or capture of a proton, by an unoccupied
trap, with the emission of a phonon to carry away the energy of
the proton being trapped, there is no threshold energy required
on the energy-dissipating phonon. However, for the release of
a trapped proton from the trap site, the phonon absorbed by the
trapped proton at the proton trap site is that of the localized
protonic phonon arisen from the trapped proton which is the
local vibration mode frequency of the 9 (8 plus 1 trapped) pro-
tons in the 4-water-molecule hexagonal close packed (HCP)
primitive unit cell of the type I hexagonal water, labeled by
!9 in the atomic and transition or kinetic energy diagrams in
Fig. 1(b). The 9 protons give a slightly lower (about 6.066%
lower from the mass difference) vibrational frequency for the
protonic phonon localized at the trapped proton site labeled by
!9 and given by
!9 D .M8=M9/1=2.K9=K8/1=2!8
D .8=9/1=2.K9=K8/1=2!8
D .1=1:06066/.K9=K8/1=2!8
to release the trapped proton, hence it is a local resonance
phonon mode, which downshifts the vibration frequency of all
the unperturbed modes by the factor of (8/9)1=2 D 1=1:06066
or about 6.066%, a small but detectable shift in the experimen-
tal activation energy of detrapping the proton by the absorption
of one single localized protonic phonon, as indicated by the
PBFit protonic energies listed for the proton and prohol in the
two tables in Fig. 3. There may be a small change of the force
constants also, which can be estimated by the Newtonian me-
chanics of vibration of a system of springs and masses, such as
the graphical illustrations given by the UC Berkeley Physics
Professor Frank Crawford’s undergraduate physics textbook
Waves, of the Berkeley Physics CourseŒ23, who stated in the
Acknowledgment of his book of home experiments from the
use of fifteen cent slinkies (1966 USD, now perhaps 2017 one
USD 50 years later at the 21th century Toy Shop) by his daugh-
ter Sarah (age 4½) and sonMatthew (2½) that gave “degrees of
freedom” and hence “normal modes” never thought possible.
The evolving time dynamics during the detrapping or re-
lease of the trapped proton by the absorption of a local mode
protonic phonon !9, is a clearer, easier mental image, from
the symmetries of HCP primitive unit cell, than the less pre-
dictable slinkies, but tedious to draw and describe in words,
during detrapping evolution when the total proton mass in
the HCP PUC (Primitive Unit Cell) decreases from 9 towards
the equilibrium value of 8, which both delocalize the local-
ized protonic phonon but also increase the localized protonic
phonon frequency or vibrational energy, just indicated above,
from !m=!0 D .Km=Mm/1=2 D !9=! D .K9=M8C1/1=2 D
.K0=9/
1=2 towards the propagating protonic phonon value
!8=!0 D .K=M8/1=2 D .K0=8/1=2 with lattice “relax-
ation” (the dynamical Jahn-Teller effectŒ22.j//, via receding-
reorientation of the surrounding electrons’ spatial distributions
which shallows the depth of the proton trapping potential well
and further accelerates the detrapping or release of the trapped
proton.
Instead of the next level sophistication of the time evolved
detrapping and trapping rate of a positive point-mass proton
of thermal de Broglie wavelength (kBT D 25 meV) of about
1.811008 Å in the Oxygen Lattice of about 3 Å separation
of the adjacent oxygen nuclei, from the time-dependent elec-
tronic polarization surround the trapping site at the neutral wa-
ter proton trap just described, we use the standard and simple
Fermi Golden rule, following the Shockley-Read kinetics of
electron-hole generation-recombination-trapping in semicon-
ductors (See Ref. [2] and referenced cited thereŒ2.) to com-
pute the rate of release or detrap of the trapped proton with
the static or steady-state cross section of capturing or trapping
of the not-trapped proton by the neutral potential center of a
neutral HCP primitive unit cell or one of its four neutral wa-
ter molecules. Then, the dominant temperature sensitive fac-
tor on the detrapping rate of the trapped proton by absorp-
tion of a phonon, in this case is the local phonon number at
the trap depth energy which is taken to be the initial steady
value given by the 9 protons in the primitive HCP unit cell.
The detrapping could be assumed to be so fast that the relax-
ation delay of the devolving or decaying “depth” of the trap-
ping potential well, just described towards the neutral well of
8 protons or 4 water molecules of the final steady state prim-
itive HCP unit cell can be ignored in this sudden approxi-
mation of the transition or proton detrapping rate. We note
that proton capture-or-trapping is so much faster than proton
emission-or-detrapping so that proton trapping would not de-
lay the transit or increase the transit time to significantly re-
duce the proton mobility further. This time evolved regenera-
tive detrapping is actually included by instantaneous supply of
the local model Debye phonons from the initial localized pro-
tonic phonon energy distribution approximated by the Bose-
like local-phonon distribution nq.Eq/ D 1=Œexp.Eq=kBT /  
1U.Eq   EC/ 'asym exp. Eq=kBT /U.Eq   EC/ since
Eq=kBT ~(170 to 210 meV)/(24 to 38 meV) D 4.6 to 5.5
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 1 so the phonon number dominates the proton detrapping
or proton release transition. U.x/ is the unit step function
from 0 to 1 at x D 0 and EC is the initial proton trap depth
which is also the absorbed local phonon energy which must
be equal or larger than the trap depth. The scattering of the
mobile protons and mobile prohols is via the absorption and
emission of the lower frequency phonons, oxygenic or wa-
teric phonons. The entire wateric phonon kinetic energy range
is 0 meV to the upper limit of 30 meV (observed for the
four water molecules 18  4 D 72) which is related to 1-D
spring-mass scaled value given by the just cited protonic vi-
brational frequency formula !m=!0 D .Km=Mm/1=2 which
gives 30 .72=1/1=2.KOxygen-Proton-Oxygen=KOxygen-Oxygen/1=2 D
30  .72=1/1=2  Œ3 C .3=2/1=2 D 30  .72  4:5/1=2 D
30  .324/1=2 D 30  .182/1=2 D 540 meV, and which com-
pares favorably with the first-try 520 meV obtained from our
PBFit of 1 vibrating proton in the four water molecule prim-
itive unit cell in the Debye phonon energy band model with
phonons from Eq D 0 to EDebye 1proton either dispersive or
the effective EDebye 1proton dispersionless approximation. The
protonic phonons are the very same phonons from the corre-
lated vibration of the 8 protons in the HCP primitive unit cell
which is dynamically increased to 9 during the capture or trap-
ping of the 9th proton which is then emitted, released, or de-
trapped. Thus, it became evident to us, immediately, that this
approximation model is expected to be excellent since the de-
polarization from relaxation limited by the oxygenic phonons
is much slower than trapped proton release by the absorption of
a protonic phonon, dominantly scaled by the simple harmonic
oscillator mass ratio .M4H2O=M8pC/1=2 D .M416=M8/1=2 D
.72=8/1=2 D 3:000 if the propagating phonons are limiting
(slower) or .M416C1=M8C1/1=2 D .73=9/1=2 D 2:848, or
the other two combinations determined by the polarization rate
relative to the phonon vibrational rate or reciprocal phonon vi-
bration frequency, (73/8)1=2 D 3:020 and (72/9)1=2 D 81=2 D
2:828, which differs by 0.02/3.02 D 0.66% to 0.02/2.828 D
0.70%
The experimental data of the phonon energy required for
proton-pair generation divided by that for proton detrapping at
the melting ice water temperature, T D 0 oC from the Tables
given in Figs. 3 and Figs. 2 isE˙=EC D 520:9=173:8 D 2:997
favoring the Mass Ratio of Œ.8C 1/=11=2 D .9/1=2 D 3. Since
the energies are also temperature dependent over the liquid wa-
ter temperature range, 0-100 ıC, this ratio is plotted in Fig. 4,
showing excellent correlation with %RMS deviation over
the entire 100 ıC liquid water temperature range of 0.207%,
0.338% and 0.390% as labeled next to the three %DEV curves
from the three phonons vibrational frequency and our PBFit’s
experimental thermal activation ratios, E˙=EC, E˙=Eoxygen
and E˙=E  in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
The difference in force constant on the vibration frequency
of the vibrating protons in the vibrating water molecules and
of the vibrating frequency of the oxygen nuclei (m D 16)
or water molecule (m D 18 which was used in the estimate
given above), arisen from the physical length difference of the
electron-pair bonds at the local and propagating modes, will
give an additional factor to increase or decrease the evolving
speed ratio on the evolving rate during trapping and devolving
rate during detrapping of the of the proton at the proton trap.
Fig. 4. The correlations showing better than 0.390% RMS deviation,
among the energies or vibration frequencies, of the five phonons that
limit the rate of the proton-prohol generation-recombination-trapping
transport kinetics, from our PBFits (Physics Based Fits), from the opti-
cal properties of isolated water molecules in the vapor phase measured
by others, and from those predicted by the simple 1-D spring-mass lin-
ear chain model, !m=! D .Km=Mm/1=2 where m is the total mass
number of the mobile protons on the four neutral (m D 8) or charged
(m D 8C1 D 9 andm D 8 1 D 7) water molecules and also of the
immobile protons in the nuclei of the four water oxygen nuclei in the
4-water molecule hexagonal close packed primitive unit cell of our
Melted-Ice Liquid Water model, which also differentiates from the 2-
water molecule cubic primitive unit cell which appears in about 20%
volume at lower-temperature (<  140 ıC) type IC ice.
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A similar mass and force constant analyses can be made
to the prohol traps, envisioned as a missing point-mass pro-
ton, or one less proton mass at the trapped prohol site. So the
combination of the four mass numbers of the trapped proton
just described, 8, 9, 72 and 73, are now reduced by one from
trapped prohol or missing of a proton the reference, 8, 7, 72
and 71, giving the frequency or prohol trap energy ratios of
(71/8)1=2 D 2:979, (72/8)1=2 D 3:000, (71/7)1=2 D 3:184, and
(72/7)1=2 D 3:20. The final analysis on the favorite model be-
tween the two-band proton-prohol model and three-proton-trap
model may be made by the PBFits and our PBModel favors the
latter, although it is really a mathematical representation pref-
erence, since the mathematical proton-hole (prohol) represen-
tation is hard to visualize in a mental picture or drawn figure of
the microscopic physical-atomic Lattice space, such as the up-
per part of Fig. 1(b), not like the easy to see valence electrons
on the pair-electron bonds and the missing valence electron on
the bond as an electronic hole in microscopic Lattice space pic-
ture of the semiconductors such as silicon, because there are not
so many protons, only about 1013 to 1014 cm 3 in a volume of
liquid water of 1022 cm 3water molecules with 2  1022 cm 3
of protons all bounded to proton traps, but there are twice as
many protons traps as trapped protons, and these proton traps
are located at the two trisector positions between the two ad-
jacent oxygen nuclei connected by the electronic pair bonds,
as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Hence, there is not a physi-
cal space location to draw the proton hole as a missing pro-
ton, since the 1022 cm 3 unoccupied proton traps among the
twice as many or a total of 2  1022 cm 3 proton traps, must
be viewed as occupied prohol traps, a relatively uncomfortable
mental picture and designation.
Experiments can indeed detect the presence of the prohols
or negative point-mass protons, such as the Hall Effect, but
this has not been convincingly successful in the more than 60
years, mainly experiments taken in the earlier days of the last
60 yearsŒ19; 20, which could be taken again with the state-of-
the art experimental instruments and techniques, to give con-
vincing demonstrations of the presence or absence of the nega-
tive point-mass protons or prohols in pure liquid water, which
would also yield directly their mobilities, even though Hall Ef-
fect mobilities instead of conductivity mobilities.
Fig. 5 tabulates a sample of six of many up-to-date PB-
Fits to illustrate our differentiation efforts on the three proton
transport models limited by the proton-prohol pair generation-
recombination, proton trapping and prohol trapping listed be-
low.
(1) proton-prohol pair generation-recombination and one
proton or one prohol trapping.
(2) proton-prohol pair generation-recombination and two
different mobility proton trapping.
(3) three different mobility proton trapping, without any
prohols.
We implemented several PBFit (Physics Based Fit) runs
to the three experimental data sets (the ion product and the
two ion mobilities), with run routes or algorithms designed
to bring out the hidden characterization parameters of each of
the three proton transport mechanisms. These are summarized
in the Table of Fig. 5, consisting of six Tabulated parts. If a
2%RMS deviation is the demarcation, all six models are good
enough, then personal preference becomes the choice. If the
lowest %RMS is the post, then Figs. 5(d) and 5(f) decisively
favors the three proton trap model eliminating the conventional
ion product concept of a mobile positive particle and its mo-
bile negative particle-hole or antiparticle, or pseudo-particle.
However, not only the tightly bound third positive point-mass
proton to the negative ionized dimer [(OH) (H2O)]1  has a
very low concentration, but its binding energy is rather high,
696 meV in the Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(f) 3 proton trap models,
much higher than the reported energies of liquid and gas water,
such as the zero-point energy of 570 meV and the symmetric
and antisymmetric stretching mode oscillation frequencies of
isolate water molecule in gas phase, scaled by the force con-
stant which is proportional to the reciprocal electron pair bond
length of the O:p, p::O and O:::O to include the additional force
on the trapped positive point-mass proton, pC, from the elec-
tronic lone-pair.
One possible resolution that could be experimentally im-
plemented by time-resolve transient response measurements,
is the model of two mobile protons, trapped at the two charge
states (0, 1) of one proton trap, with the third rather immobile
or very low mobility and very low concentration proton that is
tightly trapped to a negatively charged dimer as a immobile or
localized polar proton or polaton, such as the tabulated char-
acteristics given in Figs. 5(a), 5(b) 5(c) and 5(e), in which, the
ion product activation energy is still consistent with the two
stretching mode frequencies or energies observed in isolated
water molecule
(1) VaporStretch D 1sym (3656.65 cm 1 D 453.37 meV);
3asym (3755.79 cm 1D 465.66meV)which are scaled (such as
Crawford’s 1965 slinky approximationŒ23 which we just dis-
covered while writing this final draft (June 1, 2017), several
months after we cooked up our own inverse bond length force
constant assumption, not unlike Crawford’s relaxed spring
length, a, (See Fig.1.3 on page 6.) of his stretched spring
modelŒ23/ by the increased force constant on the trapped proton
in liquid water from the additional lone-pair electrons, that give
rise to the force scaling factor Œ.1=1/C .1=2/1=2 D .1:500/1=2
from the electronic lone pair whose length is twice longer,
giving the factor (1/2), that increases the stretch frequencies to
the following, with the last values, reduced from the 2D planar
isolated water molecule to the 3D tetrahedral water molecules
by the angle difference which scales the longitudinal compo-
nent of the force, and which ratio or reduction is marked by
],
(0) ]Vapor(2D)/Water(3D) D Œ2 cos 1.8=3/ 1=2 D
104:4775  Œ2 cos 1.3/ 1=2 D 109:4712 D 0.9543834 D
1.047796 1]
(2) WaterStretch D Œ.1=1/ C .1=2/1=2  .1;3/ D
.1:500/3=2  .1;3/ D (555.3; 570.3) meV D (530.0; 544.3)
meV]
A “more accurate” electron-pair “bond length” reported
in the literature would give only slightly different results as
shown in the following two bond lengths, that could be those
bond lengths at two temperatures and not keeping the pressure
constant during an experiment.
(3) WaterStretch D Œ1 C .0:985=2:764/1=2  .1;3/ D
.1:356/1=2  1;3/ D .527.9I 542.2/ meV D (503.9,517.5/
meV]
(4) WaterStretch D Œ0:985 C .0:985=2:750/1=2  1;3/ D
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Fig. 5. Comparison of three models of positive point-mass proton transport in pure liquid water, all limited by variable-frequency (time-
dependent polarization – Doppler effect) single-phonon emission. The first five rows of each table involve one propagating or localized phonon
during the proton’s trapping, generation-recombination and scattering transitions. (i) Two single protonic phonons. (ii) One protonic and one
proholic phonon. (iii) Three single protonic phonons. All three models are also limited by the elastic and inelastic propagating water phonon,
longitudinal and transverse(weak-shear), Debye dispersive formula we used from all four water molecules in the primitive unit cell, m D 72,
!72, during Step B in Fig. 1(b), with long scattering-free-path during positive point-mass proton drift and diffusion. In our discussions, this is
sometimes jargonized as oxygen phonon to avoid confusion with the general material name, water, although there are very few, 1 part in 108
(~CH2O=pC ~CH2O/p  ~1022/1014/, localized resonant or gap mode oxygen phonons.
.1:343/1=2  1;3/ D .525.4I 539.6) D .501.4I 515.0/ meV]
Another “ideal water” or even “artificial” water in the liq-
uid state, could give the following scaling from vapor isolated
water molecule to water molecule surrounded by other water
molecules with the tetrahedral symmetry in a liquid water.
(5) WaterStretch D Œ.3=3/ C .1=3/1=2  .1;3/ D
.1:333/1=2  .1;3/ D .523.5I 537.7/ D .499.6I 513.2/ meV]
A similar slinky estimate can also be made for the breath-
ing or bending mode, which must be extended to add the lower
vibrational frequency swingmode, that is neglected in isolated
water molecular vibration from the two hydrogens or actually
two protons, which was simply illustrated and by Crawford
by a coupled spring with two-mass pendulums in Fig.1.14 on
page 33.Œ23 The bending or breathing mode must also be re-
named the flapping mode to conform with the swing mode
as the symmetrical and antisymmetrical pair, resulting in two
symmetrical-antisymmetrical pairs or a total of four modes, in-
stead of three always quoted for isolated water molecule, which
are the longitudinal to the O::O bond direction and the trans-
verse to the O::O direction, which will be renamed and newly
named as swing (symmetric) and flapping (antisymmetrical)
transverse modes for the neutral primitive unit cell of the liq-
uid water.
(6) VaporBreath D 2Bend.1594:59 cm 1 D 197.7 meV/
(7) WaterBreath  Œ.173:4 C 196:6/=2 D
185:00 meV: 197:7=185:0 D 1:0686 D 6:86%
which shows a rather small Liquid change inKBend while the
lower frequency swing mode, !9swing, than the breath or bet-
ter, flap, mode, could give a second localized resonant mode,
!9swing (< !9flap/ to increase the detrapping rate of the trapped
proton to the neutral.
4. Summary
We have presented the results of our attempts of verifica-
tion of the three fundamental characterization parameters, of
pure liquid water, the ion product and mobilities of the posi-
tive and negative electrical charge carrying ions, predicted by
our water physics basedMelted Ice LatticeModel of liquid wa-
ter. The two ions are the positive point-mass proton and its
negative antiparticle or hole, the negative point-size proton-
hole, which we adopted the six-letter name, prohol to pair with
the six-letter name of the physical real particle, proton. Five
phonons are detected from our Physics Based Fits (PBFits) al-
gorithms which are derived from our Physics Based Model of
protons and phonons in the many water molecule water lat-
tice, proposed by Bernal and Fowler in 1933 and later known
as the type I hexagonal ice lattice with four water molecules
as the bases in a hexagonal close packed primitive unit cell.
The five phonons are correlated to the three proton vibration
modes in the isolated water molecule and two oxygen vibra-
tion modes in the many water-molecule (many-body) solid, the
ice. The three vibrational modes of the two protons in the iso-
lated water molecule are the 3656 cm 1 D 453 meV symmet-
ric stretching mode hardened by the increased force constant
from the electronic lone pair in liquid water for an amount of
.1 C 1=2/1=2 D .1:5/1=2 D 1:2247 or 22% to 555 meV vi-
brational energy, with possibly some antisymmetric stretching
mode (3756 cm 1 D 466 meV, hardened to 573 meV, which
are longitudinal to the Oxygen-Oxygen bond, and the antisym-
metrical flapping mode (known as the bending mode in iso-
lated water spectroscopy, needing name correction-change to
flapping at 1595 cm 1 D 198 meV which hardly changed in
liquid water (Thermal activation energy of the prohol mobility
obtained is 196.6 meV) because it is transverse to the Oxygen-
Oxygen bond as expected by the zero shear strength of liquid
water, not unlike isolated or low density water molecule in gas
phase, to which is added the lower frequency and energy sym-
metrical swing mode observed in the thermal activated proton
mobility in liquid water (activation energy 173.4 meV), both
transverse to the Oxygen-Oxygen bond. The two lower fre-
quency vibration modes are the longitudinal acoustic modes
of the four Oxygen or water molecules in the hexagonal closed
packed primitive unit cell, about 30 meV, in excellent agree-
ment with the phonon dispersion band data of water.
The amazingly excellent agreements, from the first try giv-
ing 1%-2%RMS deviation which was improved 100 times to
0.01% in the tenth try when a hidden signature in the ion prod-
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uct data was discovered one year ago on 20160414, are not
unexpected, because our Melted Ice Lattice Model for Liquid
water was invented with all the common and daily known fea-
tures of liquid water in mind, which have been explained and
demonstrated to high school and first year college students by
the simple spring-mass textbook model of harmonic mechani-
cal oscillator of the Newtonian Mechanics, including viewing
the tiny proton as a positive point-mass particle.
However, the concept of a missing proton as a positive
point-mass hole particle or proton hole, is harder to swallow,
due to the presence of twice as many proton traps as protons
mostly trapped. This then lead to not proton and prohol model
but trapped proton and trapped prohol model, which does not
lessen the visual and mental burden of the physical reality of
a proton hole moving around in the liquid water lattice. As a
consequence, the proton-only model is visualized without the
prohol, in which there are several groups of protons which are
different in mobility or transport-migration pathways, and dif-
ferent in concentration, for example, the electrical conductivity
of the pure water, G, can be written as the sum of the several
groups or ‘species’ of positive point-mass protons
G D q.1pC1 C 2pC2 C 3pC3 /
in the presence of traps of each proton species, that is differen-
tiated by the Poisson Equation that relates the divergence of the
electric field and the charge-signed particle density of both the
protons and the proton traps, for example, at the charge neutral
thermodynamic equilibrium condition, in pure water contain-
ing two kinds of proton traps, both from the water molecules,
and no prohols or negative native mobile ions, then,
r  .E/ D .x; y; z/
D q.pC1 C pC2 C pC3   V  1 C V C2   V  2 /
D 0;
V1TT D V 01 C V  1 ;
V2TT D V 02 C V  2 C V C2 ;
VH2O D constant D V1TT C V2TT;
and the mobile proton concentrations and mobilities may be
redefined to put the conductance G into the conventional and
familiar form, with (pC1 V  1 / as the ion product or pH, with the
largest thermal activation energy among the three.
The above 3 proton model without a negatively charged
mobile prohol, can be easily confirmed or rejected by an ex-
periment that can distinguish a mobile positive particle from a
mobile negative particle, such as the Hall Effect measurement.
Injection of the mobile negative particle would not be tenable
since it is assumed that there is no negative particle, therefore,
if a mobile negative particle can be injected or generated (by
light or ultrasound) that would also be a proof of the existence
of the negative particle, such as a proton-hole or prohol.
The success of verification of our model, with high school,
college freshman-sophomore Newtonian mechanics, suggests
that it is unlikely to improve the proof with a more sophisticate
model or advanced theory. Then, what is needed is to provide
better and more accurate phonon dispersion spectra, especially
the missing 24 higher vibrational frequency or phonon energy
branches due to the vibration of the 8 protons in the 4 water
molecule hexagonal close packed primitive unit cell, and to
recalculate the ion product or pH without the assumption of
pC D p  and each can only be determined by the charge neu-
trality Poisson Equation that contains also the controlled and
accurate concentration of an impurity, such as HCl, that can
be varied for each measurement sample, which will also pro-
vide the data on the ionization energy or binding energy of the
pCCl to the Cl 1 center. The new data will change all three ener-
gies, E˙, EC and E  and also the pC and p  if exists, or the
equivalent form of pC1 and V 1 where V 1 may be viewed as the
equivalent p 1 but with zero mobility.
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